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OBITUARY 

 
 

  

It is with deep sorrow that we bid farewell to our Managing 

Director of many years 

 

Chr is toph  Holzem 
* 5 May 1959        † 12 May 2019 

 

We have lost a colleague closely associated with international banking, a personality who was 

greatly respected by customers, colleagues and members of staff alike. Christoph Holzem  

managed and shaped S-CountryDesk for many years with great commitment, leaving his mark, 

both as General Manager from 2006 and as Managing Director from 2009. 

With his drive, his organisational talent, his flow of ideas and his open, good-natured character, 

he made a decisive contribution to the success and further development of the S-CountryDesk  

network. He laid the foundation stone for S-weltweit and in so doing was instrumental in mak-

ing the organisation fit for a future in the digital age. 

 

We owe him a debt of gratitude and will honour his memory and his achievements. 

 

On behalf oft he Management 

and all his colleagues at S-CountryDesk and in the G25 

 

 
 

Matthias Peschke 
Shareholder Group Speaker 

Michael Kompa 
Managing Director  
 

Markus Ruppert 
General Manager 

 
 

CountryDesk GmbH 
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 CountryDesk: Directors' Foreword 

 

Ladies and Gentlemen, 
Friends and Supporters of S-CountryDesk, 
Valued partners at home and abroad, 
 

Seldom were light and shadow so close together for S-CountryDesk (SCD) as in 2018. Light, 

since SCD was looking back on 15 successful years, with 2018 being shaped by our 15th 

anniversary. The anniversary received its rightful celebration both at the SCD Workshop in 

Munich and the Major Savings Banks' International Business Autumn Congress in Berlin. 80 

customers of Stadtsparkasse München attended the event in Munich. They could sample 
first-hand the international expertise of the Savings Banks Financial Group at speed-dating 

appointments with 40 country specialists, most of whom had travelled from abroad to be 

there. 

Shadow, since my fellow director Christoph Holzem was diagnosed in 2018 with a particularly malignant 

tumor, which took him from us far too soon in May 2019. 

Christoph Holzem was for a long time the SCD's driving force, motivator and creative spirit. The S-weltweit 
app, which he played a decisive part in initiating in 2014, is one of many success stories from SCD's first 15 

years. With currently over 50,000 downloads, we have exceeded all expectations and with new user institu-
tions and more features there is further growth potential available. We are all very sad and miss a wonderful 

colleague and good friend so dearly. On the other hand, we are proud to have been able to work with such a 

unique person. Our thoughts and sympathy are with his family. We'll always look back at many an anecdote 
with Christoph. 

I have fond memories of our business trips abroad together. It all started with a 

flight to China in 2014. Christoph took a seat next to me and we discussed how 
we really had to make customers more aware of the Savings Banks Financial 

Group's competence in international business. Suddenly we were on the subject 
of an app and before I knew what was happening, I was Chief Project Manager for 

the app S-weltweit. With hardly time for a breather, I was appointed SCD's  

Managing Director in July 2016. I will never forget that flight to China. Every time 
I look at the S-weltweit icon on my mobile, I reflect with pride and thanks that 

Christoph chose me for this success story. 

 

The success of S-CountryDesk finds its expression on 

many levels, above all by accompanying medium-sized 
companies abroad through our system of Relationship 

Managers (RM). In 2018 SCD again presented awards to 

three selected RM-Teams for their particular commitment 
and excellence. A fine tradition, which has become an  

established part of the German Savings Banks Associa-

tion's Annual Convention for International Corporate 
Business and which will also be continued in 2019. We will 

give prominence to the 2018 winners again, later on in 
this report. 

I wish you pleasant reading of our 2018 Annual Report! 

 

 

Michael Kompa  

Esslingen, 21 March 2019: The SCD Directors sign 

the 2018 Accounts 

India 2017: The SCD-Directors 
on a tour of the Dr. Oetker 
plant. 
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 CountryDesk: XVth S-CountryDesk Workshop 

 

On 13/14 September 2018, S-CountryDesk's 15th Work-

shop was hosted by Stadtsparkasse München.  

On the first day, the Relationship Managers welcomed 

their contacts from around 40 network partners from 

home and abroad. Following interesting specialist 
presentations, the 100 or so delegates were able to con-

tinue their personal exchanges at a rustic evening spent 
in the Beer and "Oktoberfest" Museum.  

On the second day, we were joined by customers of 

Stadtsparkasse München. Board Member Stefan Hatten-
kofer welcomed the approx. 200 participants for a round 

of high quality speeches. 

 

After that, the experts from the S-CountryDesk- 
network from all over the world were available for 

individual speed-dating sessions with Stadt 

sparkasse München's customers. 

 

The first speech was given by Christian Baudis,  
former CEO of Google Deutschland, on digital 

trends and worldwide innovative developments, 

which provided a glimpse at the near future. In his 
fascinating and very lively presentation on the  

subject of apps, sensors, robotics and driverless  

 

cars, he also gave prominence to Stadtsparkasse  

München's digital offerings. Baudis lives in Munich and he 

illustrated our digital competence, taking as an example 
the opening of an account for his daughter. 

 

After that, Chris Porter, Director of Bank of New York 

Mellon, demonstrated how a major international bank is 

reacting to digital megatrends such as blockchain und 
cryptocurrencies. The oldest bank in the USA enjoys some 

of the highest ratings for banks worldwide and it is a  

cooperation partner of the G25 group of savings banks. 

  

(left to right) Markus Ruppert, Stefan Hattenkofer, Michael  

Kompa 
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 CountryDesk: XVth S-CountryDesk Workshop 

 

To finish off, BayernLB's Chief Economist, Dr. Jürgen Michels, provided an up-to-the-minute economic analy-

sis of the world market in turbulent times. As well as giving interest rate and exchange forecasts, he illustrated 
the implications of punitive tariffs and Brexit for the German economy.  

 

From noon onwards, the customers were able to 
take advantage of one-to-one speed-dating ap-

pointments with the SCD country experts. The  
numerous experts were able to provide the  

companies present with interesting approaches 

for entering new markets in almost 70 countries. 
There was a lively exchange of views. China, USA, 

United Arab Emirates and the UK were in  

particularly great demand.  

 

 

 
Customers and partners alike showed great interest in 

our app S-weltweit as shown in the high number of down-
loads. The delegates showed great enthusiasm, which 

strengthened the overall perception of competence not 

only at Stadtsparkasse München but at the German  
savings banks as a whole. In the words of Michael Kompa: 

"Stadtsparkasse München can offer international services 

through S-CountryDesk, which our competitors can't. Like 
opening bank accounts in London directly from Germany 

for our business clients – that's not possible at Com-
merzbank. And so our customers are well prepared for 

Brexit". 

 

Highlights of the event were recorded in a short 

video. You can find a lively impression of the 

Workshop here: 

 

https://t1p.de/scd2018  

 

We already have a date for the next Workshop: 

 24 and 25 October 2019 in Berlin. 

  

https://t1p.de/scd2018
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 CountryDesk: S-weltweit 2018 

 

2018 was the second full calendar year with the S-weltweit app. We started the year with 19,000 downloads 
and had reached 42,500 by year-end. This was due in part to the 21 Sparkassen we acquired for the app in the 

course of the year. By the end of 2018, 211 Sparkassen were using the app. 

Regular monthly evaluations from  
January 2018 onwards enabled all us-

ers to monitor their own institution's 
figures on a stand-alone basis and in 

peer groups. The original target of 20 

users per billion EUR of total assets has 
meanwhile been achieved by 80% of all 

participating savings banks. Particu-

larly active savings banks were  
achieving quotas of over 50 users per 

billion EUR of total assets. 

At the end of 2018, some Sparkassen 

started a new competence and training 

programme called the "digital driving  
licence". This aims to provide all mem-

bers of a savings bank's staff with a 

basic level of digital competence for daily use. It is only by going beyond modern Sparkassen service offerings 
to become acquainted with the most important things which the digital world makes possible, that we will 

have the confidence to explain to our customers our own digital products. 

 

In so doing, some savings banks are meanwhile achieving quotas of over 

100 users per billion EUR total assets, with top scorers even reaching 150.  

It goes without saying that many new features were added to the app in 

2018: 

Version 2.0, which went online in February, enabled us at last to show  

foreign exchange rates directly on the country pages and to make it  
possible to bookmark particular rates. We were also able to integrate the 

Foreign Exchange Calculator which had been on our wish-list right from 

the start, as well as the Business Partner Search feature (“Eurokontakte” 
by EuropaService). In addition it was now possible for user Sparkassen to 

give greater prominence to inbox items through the initiation of push 
messages. 

The new EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) made some  

adjustments necessary. Personal data had to be removed from the user 
profiles. As of Update 2.1 in May 2018, usage of the app is completely 

anonymous.  

In Version 2.2 in December we were able to implement the technically  

challenging Exchange Rate Alert and succeeded additionally in fully  

integrating the 16 Deutsche Leasing "Sparkasse & Mittelstand" marketing 

& sales regions. Over 80 marketing & sales managers in the DL regions 
now act as disseminators for Deutsche Leasing's direct customers in all  

internationally related topics.  
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 CountryDesk: S-weltweit Marketing 

 

The S-weltweit app – from a handy tool for Import/Export clients to No. 1 publicity vehicle for the Savings 
Banks Financial Group's international business 
 
International business specialists have been fed with information on the app as a handy tool for international 

business since its first release, with presentations at the annual International Business Congress in Berlin and 

at specialist gatherings of the regional associations. Through this channel we have largely been able to supply 
existing customers with this product. 
 
To enable us to move up to the next marketing 

stage and to get a place in the corporate market-
ing specialists' planning cycle, we presented the 

app for the second year running at the Deutscher 

Sparkassenverlag's Marketing and Communica-
tions Convention. 

 
At the same time we started a nationwide,  
narrowly defined online marketing campaign,  

enabling us to attain a conversion rate for the app 

of 8.99%!  

Figures like this also impress marketing  

professionals and the app has meanwhile been 

able to get a good foothold in the savings banks' 
marketing activities for corporate customers.  

And so as well as setting up classic savings banks 
marketing blogs about the S-weltweit app, topics 

relating to the app were also featured on Twitter. 

 

To enable us to report on the various activities in the past couple of years, we have designed our "S-weltweit 

Marketing Newsletter" for our colleagues in international business and the Sparkassen marketing depart-

ments. Here we report on best practice activities of other savings banks and encourage our readers to join in. 
In 2019, as in the last years, we are again planning to publish about six issues, spread out over the year. 

 

Here is just one example from the No-

vember 2018 newsletter, describing an 

Instagram campaign initiated by  
Sparkasse Pforzheim Calw as a joint effort 

between the Marketing and International 

Departments. 

By the way, we are also very happy that  

personal banking customers are using 
our app for travel purposes. Who knows,  

perhaps it can get some attention via a  

private journey and provide a lead to an  
interesting new business customer with  

exciting new business opportunities. 

(left to right) Michael Kompa (SSK München, Managing  

Director SCD), Lars Häuser (Sparkassen Finanzportal GmbH), 

Susanne Bakenhus (KSK München Starnberg Ebersberg, Head 

of the SCD Marketing and Public Relations working group) 
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 CountryDesk: 2nd SCD Award 

 

After the first ever presentation of the S-CountryDesk Award for excellence of the work done by Relationship 

Managers the previous year, the presentation of the 2nd award was one of the first items to find a place on the 
agenda at the DSGV International Business Banking Congress in November 2018.  

Matthias Peschke (Deputy Chairman at KSK Heilbronn and Speaker of the S-CountryDesk GmbH Shareholders' 
Meeting) did the introductions. 

During the presentation ceremony, Michael Kompa, S-CountryDesk Managing Director, expressed his pleas-

ure at the "fine tradition of honouring the Relationship Managers as the driving force behind S-CountryDesk, 
with the SCD Award." 

 

The presentation of the awards, each worth EUR 1,000.00, 
was divided into the categories 

• Best Relationship Management "Focus Countries" 

• Best Relationship Management "2nd   Tier Countries“ 

• "Deal of the Year" 

As in the previous year, the winners donated the prize 

money to charity or invested it in a meeting with  

cooperation partners. 

 

 

 

The accolade in the category "Deal of the Year" 

went to Jacqueline Lehmberg and her RM-Team at 

Sparkasse Hannover. The prize winners had 

guided a customer of a Sparkasse from southern 
Hesse through the creation of a subsidiary in Aus-

tria. In their capacity as Relationship Manager, 

Sparkasse Hannover first of all compiled an  
information package for the customer explaining 

the basic procedures. The team then went on to 
arrange contacts at ABA, the Austrian investment 

promotion company. In addition, they introduced 

the customer to Salzburger Sparkasse (ERSTE 
Group), an appropriate bank for the more detailed 

local discussions to follow. As Ms Lehmberg could 

not attend in person, the prize was received by 

Hartmut Wätjen in her place. 

 

 

  

(left to right.) Matthias Peschke (KSK Heilbronn), Hartmut 

Wätjen (Sparkasse Hannover), Michael Kompa (S-CountryDesk),  

Laudator: Ernst-Josef Mesterom (DSGV) 
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 CountryDesk: 2nd SCD Award 

 

 

Frankfurter Sparkasse's team headed by Sofie 

Quast received the award for Best Relationship 

Management among the "Focus Countries". The 

prize reflected the continuous and committed 
work of the Frankfurt team as country manager for 

Italy, Romania and Turkey. Italy in particular was 

catered for in 2018 in the dedicated way to which 

we have become accustomed – looking after  

network contacts included amongst other things a 
3-day trip to Italy, calling on six cooperation  

partners. 

In her accolade, Laudatory Speaker Anke Bunz 
(DSGV) said as follows, "With her commitment Ms 

Quast has won over the hearts of her cooperation 

partners and has gained a position of absolute 
trust in S-CountryDesk circles". 

 

 

The Award in the category Best Relationship 
Management "2nd Tier Countries" went to  

Marion Wiegmann and her team at 
Stadtsparkasse Düsseldorf, who are respon-

sible for Japan within the CountryDesk net-
work. Along with the competent country 

management, the distinction also takes ac-

count of her long-standing efforts on behalf 
of S-CountryDesk, which besides Japan, also 

include the relationship management for 

Russia. 

"No matter where problems crop up at  

S-CountryDesk, we can always be sure of 
your support," Markus Ruppert, S-Coun-

tryDesk Business Development Manager was 

pleased to comment. "You deserve the 
Award, because you stand for S-CountryDesk, 

you live for S-CountryDesk. You are  

S-CountryDesk!“ 

There will be another round of S-Coun-

tryDesk awards in 2019. 

 

 

 

 

 

(left to right) Matthias Peschke, Sofie Quast (Frankfurter Spar-

kasse), Laudatory Speaker: Anke Bunz (DSGV), Michael Kompa  

(left to right) Matthias Peschke, Andrea Kühn (SSK Düsseldorf),  

Laudatory Speaker: Markus Ruppert (S-CountryDesk), Michael 

Kompa  
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 CountryDesk: Out and about 

 

Impressions of SIBOS 2018 in Sydney 
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  CountryDesk: Out and about 

 

3rd Entrepreneurs' Day for International Business 

On 4 June 2018, with the motto "Worldwide 

is easy" around 200 entrepreneurs dis-

cussed current matters of topical interest in 
international business at the "3rd Entrepre-

neurs' Day for International Business". The 
Eastern German Savings Banks Association 

and the Berlin Savings Banks Association 

had invited mid-market companies,  
corporate customers and relationship man-

agers for international business to this joint 

event in Leipzig.  

Andreas Koch, Board Member at Stadt- und 

Kreissparkasse Leipzig, and Knut Richter, 
Head of International Business at Berliner 

Sparkasse, opened the proceedings. In their 

statements, they stressed the fact that of 
course German savings banks do not only of-

fer regional business. "As number one pro-

vider of finance for mid-market companies, it 
goes without saying that we are in a position 

to accompany our corporate customers in all questions relating to international business. With the S-weltweit 
app, information on international business is just a tap on your smart device. "Our customers' feedback for 

the app is positively charged," Koch continued. 

Alongside S-CountryDesk, a good many cooperation partners were in attendance, including the Landesbank 
Baden-Württemberg, Deutsche Leasing, the Deutsche Factoring Bank, the German-Polish Cooperation Bureau 

and the EuropaService, all demonstrating the S Financial Group's expertise in international corporate  

business. The delegates were all very impressed with the event. This successful series of events is set to  
continue in 2019 in Potsdam. 

 

International Network Meeting at 

Sparkasse Koblenz 

On 21 November 2018, Sparkasse Koblenz  
invited around 80 mid-market companies to 

their premises in a joint event with the  

Bundesverband mittelständische Wirtschaft 
e.V. The guests were given ample networking 

opportunities to meet different country  

representatives manning 8 themed desks. 
Sparkasse Koblenz's, international business 

specialists, Christoph Spitzley and Thorsten 
Falk demonstrated what S-CountryDesk can 

offer and provided information on the  

S-weltweit app. As further network partners, 
LBBW, Helaba and SaarLB contributed their 

expert knowledge on Russia, the UK and 

France.  

(left to right) Andreas Koch (Stadt- und Kreissparkasse Leipzig), 

Michael Klöckner (Ostdeutscher Sparkassenverband), Knut Richter 

(Berliner Sparkasse) 
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 CountryDesk: Out and about 

 

India Day in Cologne  

The opportunities for successful business in 
India are enormous, but there are still also 

risks which have to be actively managed. 

How this can be achieved, was illustrated at 
India Day on 6 June 2018 in Cologne.  

Around 150 guests from the world of  

industry and science came along to  
Cologne's RheinEnergie Stadium to discuss 

the future of what will soon be the world's 
most populous economy. Well researched 

presentations on sourcing, sales, market  

entry with or without a business partner, the 
caste system, Jugaad innovations, as well as 

the banking crisis afforded all attendees a 

deep insight into a country of which connois-
seurs say: You either love it or you hate it.  

The Savings Banks Financial Group partici-
pated for the first time as main sponsor in 

this annual Cologne event. Landesbank HessenTüringen (Helaba), the Rhineland Savings Banks Association,  

S-CountryDesk as well as Kreissparkasse Köln and Sparkasse KölnBonn joined together to support the event.  

 

10th NRW Chambers of Commerce International Business Convention  

World trade had not been as 

turbulent as this for a long 
time. There was the UK  

leaving the EU, the US with-

drawing from the nuclear  
energy agreement with Iran 

and many countries taking 

protectionist measures 
against world markets. The 

10th NRW Chambers of Com-
merce International Busi-

ness Convention on 20  

September 2018 in Aachen, 
entitled "World Trade in a 

Changing World provided 

answers, impulses and 
strategies. 

Four savings banks from the 
region, Sparkasse Aachen, 

Sparkasse Düren, Kreisspar-

kasse Euskirchen and Kreissparkasse Heinsberg, took part in this event for mid-market companies under the 
direction of Helaba and the two savings banks associations in North Rhine-Westphalia. 

Together with S-CountryDesk's network partners and Deutsche Leasing, they presented the Savings Banks  

Financial Group's service offerings in international corporate business. The scope of the cooperation received 
good marks from the participating partners and associations. 

(left to right) Gotthard Kleinert (Helaba), Henry Rehkuh (S-CountryDesk), Dr. Michael 

Kostuj (Helaba), Norbert Laufs (Sparkasse Aachen), Dr. Udo Plawky (Helaba)  

 

(left to right) Stephen Adam (Helaba), Yvonne Nebeling (KSK Köln), 

Markus Goergen und Stephen Peacock (Sparkasse KölnBonn) 
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 CountryDesk: RMs in action 

 

Africa's moment is coming 
 
With its population growth, much catching up to do and a growing middle class, the African continent offers 

great opportunities for internationally active companies. Having an expert at your side is an important factor 

for the development of successful business relationships.  
 
Since the end of 2017, Karsten Deetz at Sparkasse Saarbrücken has been responsible as Relationship Manager 
for a total of 15 mostly francophone countries in Africa, each with its own special features. While initially, his 

RM activities tended to be concentrated on the francophone countries, meanwhile S-CountryDesk has also 
been receiving an increasing number of enquiries concerning countries in the sub-Saharan region.  

 
Beginning in the north of Africa, typical enquiries 
were for setting up a joint venture in Tunisia or 

effecting payments to Algeria – in particular 

which amounts can be paid as a deposit and 
which amounts can be paid on open account. 

Turning to Morocco, customers had detailed 

questions on foreign exchange regulations or on 
the temporary import of machine tools for large-

scale building developments.  
 
Customers' questions on sub-Saharan Africa 

were also highly varied in nature. Be it for the 
opening of a bank account in Cameroun, a business partner search in Ghana or a special enquiry for a business 

idea in Conakry, Guinea by contacting the right network partner, we are able to provide fast and definite in-
formation, giving savings banks and customers alike a solid basis for their decision-making. 
 

It is contacts to local banks which are instrumental in  

enabling us to provide the right support, but there also 

the economic development departments and interna-
tional chambers of commerce. To these in particular, there 

are good contacts between Saarbrücken and North Africa: 

in 2018 two joint events with the motto "Business in  
Africa" were organised together with the Saarland Cham-

ber of Industry & Commerce and the IHK Rhein-Pfalz. For 
2019 a business fact-finding trip to Tunisia is being  

contemplated. Direct contacts with local banks are  

valuable too, resulting from the RM's activities in the  
further education of young bankers in francophone  

African countries.  

 
Where extra assistance is required, Karsten Deetz is 

happy to be able to call upon the competent support of his 

personal contact, Nadine Robert-Zehe, from our network 
partner "Africa Expert". Ms Robert-Zehe also attended the 

2018 SCD Workshop in Munich, manning an "Africa Desk" 
and taking questions from both customers and  

colleagues. These ranged from providing customers with 

local liaison with specialised companies for particular lines of business through to questions dealing with how 
to find competent staff for their entrepreneurial activities in Africa. Talks also focused on the various  

favourable government-backed export credits for small-scale investments in Africa – with the costs involved 

not being affected by each country's sovereign risk.  
  

(left to right) Karsten Deetz (Sparkasse Saarbrü-

cken), Nadine Robert-Zehe (Africa Expert) 
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 CountryDesk: Successful in figures 

 

In 2018 there were again around 2,000 customer enquiries from mid-market 

companies addressed to member institutions of S-CountryDesk. 

 

 

 

 

There was no change in the 1/3 of enquir-

ies requesting some form of financing in 

another country of which around 90% 
were serviced by our shareholder 

Deutsche Leasing. No change in second 

place either for enquiries relating to 
opening bank accounts abroad. 

In 35% of enquiries dealt with by the 
Sparkassen, a Relationship Manager gave 

their colleagues a helping hand. The  

Sparkassen were able to process the  
remaining enquiries on their own, often of 

course by using the information and  

contact lists made available by the  
Relationship Managers for their particular 

countries in the S-CountryDesk intranet. 
 

 

The shares of the enquired countries were almost identical to the distribution seen in the previous years, 
with only the UK moving up to No.3 position from No. 7, presumably as a result of Brexit.

Services available through S-CountryDesk 
and its partners include: 

 

• Offers of international financing 

• Bank accounts worldwide 

• Up-to-date country information 

• Offers of leasing for sales and 
investment 

• Fully-equipped office space to 
facilitate market entry in emerging 

markets 

• Customised research / trade leads 

• Location advice and site selection 

assistance 

• Intercultural counselling 

• Customer care at destination 

through selected finance partners 

• Assistance outside of the main cit-

ies in many important 
destinations 
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 CountryDesk: Shareholders  

 

Savings Banks / Sparkassen 

Sparkasse Aachen 

Landesbank Berlin / 

Berliner Sparkasse      

Sparkasse Bielefeld     

Sparkasse Bochum     

Die Sparkasse  

Bremen AG     

Sparkasse  
Dortmund     

Ostsächsische 

Sparkasse Dresden     

Stadtsparkasse  

Düsseldorf 

Sparkasse Essen 

Kreissparkasse  

Esslingen-Nürtingen 

Frankfurter  

Sparkasse 

Sparkasse Freiburg - 
Nördlicher Breisgau 

Kreissparkasse  
Göppingen 

Hamburger  

Sparkasse AG 

Sparkasse Hannover 

 

 

 

Kreissparkasse Heilbronn 

Sparkasse Hanauerland 

Kreissparkasse Köln 

Sparkasse KölnBonn 

Sparkasse Krefeld 

Stadt- und Kreissparkasse 
Leipzig 

Kreissparkasse 

Ludwigsburg 

Stadtsparkasse München 

Kreissparkasse München 

Starnberg Ebersberg 

Sparkasse Münsterland Ost 

Sparkasse Nürnberg 

Landessparkasse zu 

Oldenburg 

Sparkasse Osnabrück 

Sparkasse Pforzheim Calw 

Mittelbrandenburgische 

Sparkasse in Potsdam 

Kreissparkasse Waiblingen 

Nassauische Sparkasse 

Sparkasse 

Mainfranken Würzburg 

 

Landesbanks

Bayerische Landesbank 

Landesbank  

Baden-Württemberg 

Landesbank Hessen-Thüringen 

Norddeutsche Landesbank 

 

S-Financial Group 

Deutsche Leasing Deutsche Factoring Bank 
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